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Abstract 

We know that on the electromagnetic wave propagation path, the direction of 

electric field at a point changes periodically. If there is a charged object at the point 

also changes its charge property periodically with the same frequency, then the 

electric field force direction on the object will not change. Therefore, the object will 

do directional movement. Based on this, it is possible to design a spacecraft without 

propellant. And the calculation suggests that the thrust can be much higher than 

radiation pressure. 

 

Key words: propellant-less propulsion, electromagnetic wave propulsion, 

electromagnetic propulsion, electromagnetic wave force, propulsion 
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1. The Principle of Electromagnetic Wave Electric Field Force 

Thruster  

We know that on the electromagnetic wave propagation path, the direction of 

electric field at a point changes periodically. If there is a charged object at the point 

also changes its charge property periodically with the same frequency, then the 

electric field force direction on the object will not change. Based on this, I designed 

the Electromagnetic Wave Electric Field Force Thruster (EWEFFT). 

We assume that the polarization direction of the electromagnetic wave and the 

thruster are on the same plane. And the electromagnetic wave is a directional wave.  

Figure 1: The Left Half of the Electromagnetic Wave Cycle. 
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Figure 2: The Right Half of the Electromagnetic Wave Cycle. 

 

From the figure 1 and 2, we can see that the direction of electric field force can 

keep the same if the charge on the metal panel synchronizes with the electromagnetic 

wave. Because the direction of electric field force on the metal panel does not change, 

so the thruster will do directional movement. 

 

2. The Force on Electromagnetic Wave Electric Field Force Thruster  

      We assume that electric field of the electromagnetic wave at the metal panel 

changes according to the following formula: 

)sin(0)( tEtE     (2-1) 

0E  is the amplitude of E .   is the angular frequency of the electromagnetic 
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wave. t  is the time. 

Declare the electromagnetic wave cycle is T , then we have: 






2
T   (2-2) 

Assume that the current in the inductor L changes according to the following 

formula: 

)
2

sin(0)(


  tIti   (2-3) 

0I  is the amplitude of i . 
2


 is the phase difference for synchronizing )( tE  

and )( tC . 

 Then quantity of electric charge on the metal panel will be: 

dttitC )()(    (2-4) 

 Assume the initial quantity of charge on the metal panel is 0, then we have: 
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   (2-5) 

Then electric field force on the metal panel is: 

ECtf )(   (2-6) 

The average electric field force on the metal panel is: 

T

dttf
F

T
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  (2-7) 

Solve (2-7), then we have: 
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00 IE
F   (2-8) 

3. Performance of the Electromagnetic Wave Electric Field Force 

Thruster 

If the Poynting's vector of the electromagnetic wave is 1000 W/m2, then 0E  is 868 

V/m. If the wavelength of the electromagnetic wave is 10 m, then   is 1.884E8. 

And if 0I  is 100 A, then we can figure out F  is 2.3E-4 N. F  can be much higher 
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than radiation pressure if 0I  is high enough and the wavelength of the 

electromagnetic wave is long enough. And we can make the electromagnetic wave 

beam narrower to increase the Poynting's vector without increasing power of the 

electromagnetic wave source, and then the F  is increased. 

4. Does EWEFFT Violate the Law of Momentum Conservation 

We assume that the distance between the electromagnetic wave source and 

EWEFFT is very long. Because the electromagnetic wave is a directional wave, then the 

electric field force on EWEFFT can be much higher the radiation pressure. Although 

EWEFFT may also generate some electromagnetic wave, but its wave is not 

directional wave, just need the distance is long enough, the reaction force from 

EWEFFT to the source can be very week, much weaker than the force from the source 

to EWEFFT. So the action force and the reaction force are not the same, this violates 

Newton's Third Law. But we know that electromagnetic field also has momentum, if 

we consider the electromagnetic field momentum, then momentum is still conserved.  

5. Design a Spacecraft with EWEFFT 

If the distance between the electromagnetic wave source and EWEFFT “D” is very 

long, and because the electromagnetic wave is a directional wave, then the force on 

EWEFFT can be much higher than the reaction force from EWEFFT to the source. So 

we can put EWEFFT and the source on the same spacecraft, just need their distance is 

long enough. And even though there maybe a little reaction force between EWEFFT 

and the wave source, their reaction force can only be perpendicular to the electric field 

force on the metal panel of EWEFFT. So the reaction force from EWEFFT to the 

source will not offset the electric field force on the metal panel of EWEFFT. 

Figure 3: Electromagnetic Wave Electric Field Force Spacecraft. 
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6. Conclusion 

Although EWEFFT looks like a violation of Newton's Third Law, but it does not 

violate any principle of electromagnetism. And the calculation suggests that the thrust 

of EWEFFT can be much higher than radiation pressure. Based on EWEFFT, it is 

possible to design a spacecraft without propellant. 

  

 

 

 


